Horse Tours in Georgia

Atskuri - is one of the oldest settlements in Georgia, located in the southern part of the country between towns of Borjomi and Akhalsikhe. You can still find the remains of many historical sites that can be reached by our horse tours. Atskuri lies on the border of the Borjomi-Kharagauli National Park and is a good starting point to explore the area on horse. We offer you from several hours to several days’ horse tours with a various difficulty levels /groups of 1-7 people.

Atskuri - Atskuri

We invite you to get more information from our detailed offer at:

WWW. HORSETOURSGE.KAUKAZ.NET

Polish aid
**Borjomi** - is one of the most famous resorts in Georgia. Resort borders the Borjomi-Kharagauli National Park. Surroundings of Borjomi are characterized by unique and diverse nature: green forests, many mineral water springs with specific and unique healthy features. On the territory of Borjomi-Kharagauli National Park, we offer 9 horse riding trails, leading through the wildest and most charming places. Additionally, routes on shores of lakes Tsero and Kakhis. Groups of 1-7 people.

**Bakuriani** - is a well-known ski resort in southern Georgia, located in the mountains at an altitude of 1700 m. above sea level. Our experts will help you to explore this beautiful region with the use of horses: in all seasons in and around Bakuriani, in the rough terrain of varying difficulty, and tours on a wheeled carriage or a sleigh in winter. We organize safe rides for adults and children, duration of the tour from several hours to several days. Also horse riding lessons in the Caucasian style/groups of 1-8 people.

---

**Borjomi-Likani**
saʊmisesbrə 3000/contact persons

- Jemal Gongadze (Eng)..........................595188461
- Avto Gelashvili (Rus)...........................558231936
- Giorgi Gelashvili...............................59511005
- Tengo Gogoladze (Rus).......................551249248
- Kakha Zedgenidze (Rus)......................599741888

**Bakuriani**
saʊmisesbrə 3000/contact persons

- Kote Khachaturiani (Rus)......................593120289
- Irakli Tsuriaishvili (Rus)....................551865019

---
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